Gulf Ice Factory & Modern Ice Factory (G&M Ice) is a trusted name with a rich history in
producing ice products. It has flourished by leaps and bounds since its inception in 1976 in
the emirate of Sharjah followed by setting up of multiple units like Modern Ice Factory in
1989, Quality Ice Distribution Office in 1992, Tube Ice Production in 2000 & its latest
production facility at Dubai Investments Park launched in May 2008. Being the largest ice
producer in the UAE, G&M Ice brings to you a world of cooling convenience.
We've been providing ice in the UAE since 1976. We've stayed in business since by having
quality ice products and excellent customer service at your convenience and has been
serving almost all the industry segments with our excellent range of products (Tube ice ,
Block Ice , Crystal Clear Ice Blocks , Ice sculptures and Dry Ice )
TUBE ICE – PURE ICE BRAND
G&M Ice Tube ice, branded as PURE ICE is a relatively regular cylindrical in shape,
10mmx20mm. Tube ice is thick and transparent, beautiful, longer storage, instant chilling
cooling solution which comes in flexible packaging with SKU’s ( 1 kg , 2 kg , 5 kg & 20 Kg )
which has been preferred across the segments Commercial, Retail, Leisure & Entertainment
,Manufacturing, Construction &
Hospitality for almost a decade in UAE .
Our Tube Ice manufacturing capacity ( 200 tons a day )is one among the largest facility which
can cater the entire GCC requirements . we are always committed to maintain high HACCP &
Quality( ESMA) standards to maintain a reputation as a company which never compromises
on the quality standards, through which we have been widely accepted by the leading chain
of supermarkets, Hyper Markets , catering companies & event management
companies across UAE.

SMALL BLOCKS & CRUSHED ICE
Ice blocks which is relatively rectangular shape in size with a specification of
(100CM*16CM*17CM ) catered both as non food grade and food grade is a widely accepted
product segment supplied both in the solid and crushed form. Since 1976 with an initial focus
only to the fisheries segment the company is successful in meeting up the ice requirements
of different segments like Construction, Ready Mix companies, Fish & vegetable Markets,
Hospitality industry, Food industry packed up with excellent and dedicated customer service
and till now our small blocks & Crushed ice is widely accepted for its quality and reliability.
Our total production capacity of 12000 small blocks on a daily basis is well equipped to meet
any sort of ice requirements in the market irrespective of any market segment and we are
always in consistent efforts to meet up the challenge of the rising demand for the crush &
Block ice requirements and we are successful to be a preferred brand in the market.

CRYSTAL CLEAR ICE BLOCKS
G&M Ice factories are the pioneers in the Crystal clear Ice Block manufacturing for almost a
decade. Our Crystal clear ice which is having a specification of ( 100CM*60CM*30CM) is
widely preferred by the entire
hospitality division in order to carve out one of the finest range of ice sculptures which
absolutely suits special events & occasions.

ICE SCULPTURES

G&M Ice Sculptures a trusted & renowned brand which always stood up on providing creative
and innovative solutions to exceed our client’s expectations and was adding value to almost
all events & occasions across UAE for almost a decade. Our expert panel of Ice Sculptorers
always stood up in understanding the clients expectations & tastes whether it is of one block
or hundred blocks ice sculpting they always comes up with intricate and
ingenious designs which sets the mood of any occasions which in turn made us the first
choice when it comes to ice sculptures. At G&M we strive to break new boundaries in the ice
sculpture field, and welcome new conceptual challenges and ideas, backed with our
rich experience and expertise, we will be able to come up with Ice sculptures to suit any
requirements.

CLEAR ICE – CUT PIECES
Add a unique flair to your cocktails by dropping in a Clear Cut Ice into your drink! Large chunks
of ice melt slower and dilute your drinks less when compared to more traditional forms of
ice! The Clear Cut Ice is specially cut to fit inside Old Fashioned glasses, starting from
4cmx4cmx4cm, ice balls and diamond cut to large blocks sizes.

DRY ICE
Dry ice is the solid form of carbon dioxide which is widely preferred for scene creation and
preservation of Food items and transportation of biological samples. G&M Dry Ice comes in
two specifications one is the
Solid Blocks with out wrapping & 16 mm dia pellets.

LIQUID NITROGEN
Liquid nitrogen is incredibly cold, with a boiling point of a chilling – 195.8C, it allows you to
freeze foods rapidly while only forming microscopic ice carystals, making for a creamy
consistence. This makes it ideal for creating a sorbet right in front of the eyes of your diners,
instantly freeze berries and herbs to then crush into fine powders or transforming a liquid
into a frozen garnish in just a second.
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